St. Tammany Revenue Review Committee – 4th Q & A Session
Notes
Thursday, January 7, 2021
12:00 p.m.
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What has been done to maintain the same $19 million budget for several years?
o The two biggest factors have been the decrease in billets by 81 around 2017-2018, plus
the outsourcing of medical services. 60% of operating costs are personnel-related. Every
penny in the jail is monitored closely. New food bids are put out every three months to
keep costs down.
Does the jail have difficulty retaining staff?
o It is a constant battle; low entry-level salary and challenging work result in high
turnover. The sheriff’s office tries to maintain a positive work environment and offer
multiple opportunities for training and advancement to increase retention and
employee satisfaction.
o Corrections positions are a starting point for individuals pursuing a law enforcement
career, so 4-5 years in corrections before moving on is considered a good amount of
time. St. Tammany also has a high cost of living, so the dept. has lifted residency
requirements to allow officers to live in neighboring parishes.
Is the present salary level adequate?
o The sheriff’s office works with officers to get certified and receive state supplemental
pay.
o Work environment is also a factor; working with inmates for 12-hour shifts is difficult
work.
Is there a maximum salary?
o No, but each year the sheriff’s office can typically give employees a merit-based or cost
of living raise. The annual raise was 2.5% for many years, and the SO strives to maintain
2.5% as a minimum. The year that the jail tax did not get renewed, it was not possible to
provide the raise, but there were 3.75% raises the next two years after that.
o The pay scale was previously unchanged from about 2007 to about 2016. Entry level
never got a cost-of-living adjustment. Now it is moving up to 1.25%/year, which is not
keeping up with inflation, but is at least moving toward closing the gap.
o Within one year of being in law enforcement, officers are eligible to receive state
supplemental pay. After basic training, officers go through a 12-week POST academy for
POST 2 certification, which makes them eligible for state supplemental pay, about a
$6,000 increase.
o Employees undergo annual performance evaluations to see what their goals are, which
helps to put them on a career track.
How does St. Tammany measure up to neighboring parishes with regard to our deficit? A $4.5
million shortfall is about a 22% deficit that the sheriff’s general fund must cover. Is that what
happens in other parishes?
o It varies. Some have dedicated property taxes/sales taxes. Many SOs and parish
governments have disputes over funding and reimbursements. In St. Tammany, both
sides work together.
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What works best and what is on your “wish list” as to how to close the $4.5 million gap?
o The sheriff would like to see the committee come up with a creative solution to work
with what we have. Both the parish and the SO have made cuts to respond to
reductions in funding and need to figure out how to otherwise mitigate the deficit.
Explanation of Jail special revenue fund on page 2 of packet:
o Parish government pays the SO $8.1 million, state supplemental pay is about $575,000,
the Dept. of Corrections re-entry program reimburses about $1 million, commissions
(earned from inmate phone calls etc.) equal $650,000, salary reimbursements (paid by
municipalities when a deputy drives inmates to pick up trash for litter abatement, for
example) $52,000, Keeping of Prisoners (per diem funds from Dept. of Corrections for
federal inmates housed in St. Tammany) $5.9 million.
o The $4.5 million deficit for the jail is paid by the SO’s general fund. However, the deficit
will grow when it becomes more difficult for parish government to pay their $8.1
million.
What about the rest of the Sheriff’s Department? How are they doing fiscally?
o The rest of the department is doing fair fiscally, maintaining adequate fund balance, has
enough funds to get through a few years of the deficit in the jail by transferring funds to
fill the gap. Continuing to look for inefficiencies and come to solutions to close the gap.
At one time, there was a portion of the sales tax dedicated to law enforcement/sheriff?
o The SO’s main funding in the general fund is the property/sales tax. There are some civil
commissions for foreclosures/ticket collections, and intergovernmental agreements,
where some agencies in the parish hire the SO to do services, for example, court
security, 29 school resource officers, etc.
People seem to be more inclined to vote in a new tax, sales tax or property tax, when there is a
specific use of the funds communicated. If we ask the parish to have a tax on the ballot without
specifically saying it is to fund the jail, for example, people will be more reluctant to vote for it.
o The sheriff is reluctant to ask the public for more funds because of how many times the
public has rejected additional taxes.
o A review of dedicated funds and exploring rededication options could help with the
committee’s decision on recommendations
Is the library funded through the general fund or through a dedicated tax?
o Dedicated tax—between 5 and 6 mills and brings in over $10 million
Is there a recommendation for how we should approach trying to get additional money for
these needs that have been presented?
o Reviewing which departments are funded by dedicated taxes, for example, those which
are not supported by the general fund and not state mandated. The general fund
supports $19 million in state mandated costs for court system, jail, offices of Justice
Center, salaries and benefits for staff District Attorney’s office and judicial court. There
is only $12 million in revenue, which is where the deficit is: state mandated costs.
Is the $5.8 million towards the keeping of prisoners only for staffing the jail or is it also used for
meals, uniforms, etc.?
o It first goes to cover the basic care and custody needs of inmates: per diem, medical,
food, clothing, basic needs. It is not intermingled with the parish inmate cost.
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With regard to a recommendation from the committee, cuts in operating expenses are not
really an option. There could be options in which we find a potential revenue stream that could
perhaps be rededicated or partially rededicated. Before anything is put to the public, we must
show that there is no other way to pay for state mandated expenses. Rather than having two
separate propositions to fund the jail and justice center as in the past, perhaps it could be put
under an umbrella for the “criminal justice system” which would be specific to the state
mandated operating costs.
With regard to being specific about the use of funds: in the past, before previous votes, there
were specific needs communicated for the jail/justice center for both operating and capital
expenses. They turned it down three times. We need to be creative, maybe more specific, and
emphasize the need if we do go to the public. We do need to exhaust all possible solutions
before going to the public.
We need to know what has been cut so far. We need a bare-bones budget for the justice center,
and jail. The public did not trust communications about the taxes they voted down last time.
What are the negative effects of further cuts? What services will be the first to go when the
general fund runs out of money to fund the jail and justice center?
If the parish no longer had to fund capital improvements to the jail and courthouse, what would
the deficit be?
o Deficits communicated so far have not included capital
Is it correct that $1 million or so was being used to fund capital improvements for the jail?
o The 10-year plan has $1 million/year. For 2021, the projects presented are $237,000,
funded by the capital fund with jail sales tax that was on hand when the bonds were
paid off.
People may be more inclined to vote for funding brick-and-mortar/tangible items. It seems we
could have a tax to cover capital improvements and save the $1 million/year.
o Most capital improvements (roads, bridges, drainage, coroner, library) are paid for by
dedicated taxes for their specific purchases.
STREIF: St. Tammany Retired Employee Insurance Fund. A benefit of working for parish
government agencies, including the Sheriff’s Office is that, once an employee retires, the SO
continues to pay a portion of their employee benefits including medical insurance. Those
payments have to be funded as retiree receive benefits, so STREIF is structured to fund future
obligations. This is a way that governments retain their talent without being able to pay higher
salaries.
Logistically, what is the collections process? Does the SO collect taxes and write checks to
dedicated funds?
o Taxes are due at various times—property taxes at the end of the calendar year, sales
taxes monthly—depending on when the taxes are due, each month, the SO settles all
cash received, usually on the 10th of the month or a certain number of days from receipt
to payment. Each department settles the cash to the appropriate taxing authority. Any
cash the SO has collected is disbursed based on the millages or voter-elected sales tax
percentages.
o Library tax, for example: collected and disbursed to the parish and flows through the
general budget down to the library.
Need to show the public the budget and stress where the needs are.
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